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The Charter Committee had the pleasure of completing the installations of three new 
Urantia Societies, bringing the total number of active societies to eighteen. The new 
societies are:

Pilot Light Urantia Society of Seattle - installed 3-5-88

Heart of America Urantia Society of Kansas City - installed 3-12-88

Urantia Society of Greater New York - installed 4-17-88

All three installations were characterized by an atmosphere of celebration, and many 
guests from other societies were in attendance.

The Charter Committee is currently reviewing society applications from groups based in 
Helsinki, Finland and Ontario, Canada. These are the first charter requests we have had 
from groups outside the United States. Charter dates for each of these groups is projected 
for the summer of 1989.

The Charter Committee is charged with establishing the requirements for society 
formation and verifying that such requirements have been satisfactorily met by applicant 
groups. The rate of society formation appears to be increasing, and each new application 
reflects some degree of local uniqueness; this becomes more pronounced as we move 
beyond the United States. The Charter Committee is particularly concerned with keeping 
membership requirements sufficiently neutral so as to allow interested groups anywhere 
on this planet to join Urantia Brotherhood without experiencing indifference or 
insensitivity towards their local social and cultural circumstances. At the same time we 
must maintain a level of requirement which adds to our membership only those who are 
adequately prepared and willing to participate effectively in our organizational process. 
The activity is not without its challenges.

The Charter Committee would be happy to have the any opinions on the manner in which 
it is conducting its work, as well as suggestions for maintaining a level of membership 
requirement which will facilitate the international growth of Urantia Brotherhood.

I would like to thank all the committee members for their excellent work and willing 
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1988 President's Report 
Dave Elders 

Fellow Councilors:

What follows is my report to the General Council. Inasmuch as this is a Triennial Year and concludes 
my three-year term as President, I will try to summarize what has been achieved during this period (see 
the committee reports for more detail) and suggest a contextual framework in which to consider 
possibilities for the next period of Brotherhood growth.

 REVIEW OF BROTHERHOOD ACTIVITIES SINCE SUMMER, 1985

 1. The. General Council has become increasingly active as an instrumental part of the decision-making 
process of URANTIA Brotherhood. The Council has met together at least twice yearly for the last three 
years, both in formal session and in informal planning/designing sessions.

 2. Efforts have been made at every level to keep the full membership apprised of all Brotherhood 
activities and areas of discussion. The Executive Committee Letter is sent to every Brotherhood 
member, and The Bulletin has provided augmented coverage of Brotherhood activities.

 3. Every Standing Committee is actively pursuing a broad range of projects designed to achieve the 
Brotherhood's purposes of study and dissemination of the teachings of The URANTIA Book via the 
mechanism of an active, dynamic, growing, cooperative fellowship of readers, both as individuals and in 
study groups and societies.

 4. Annual distribution of The URANTIA Book has increased steadily to reach the highest yearly level 
ever--over 13,000 during 1987. This is partially the result of a steady improvement in the 
professionalism of our distribution and library placement efforts, including:

 --Increased levels of personal contact with all elements of the book distribution and library trades;

 --Participation in book industry trade shows--The American Booksellers Association Convention in 
Washington in 1987 and Anaheim in 1988 and the London Book Fair in 1988;

 --The expanded use of awareness and availability advertising in a broad range of distributor catalogs 
and trade publications;
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 --Ongoing mailings to bookstores, distributors, and libraries.

 5. Brotherhood membership has grown steadily; three new societies were chartered during 1988--
Seattle, Kansas City, and Greater New York.

 6. The central office services operation has been involved in a re-structuring designed to prepare it 
better to handle the constantly increasing workload. This includes the shared allocation of URANTIA 
Brotherhood and URANTIA Foundation resources--both material and personnel--to more effectively 
accomplish the tasks at hand, the joint purchase of printing and copying equipment to service written 
communication needs, and conversion to computer automated systems for mailing list maintenance and 
accounting. 

6. Personal contacts with an increasing number of readers in countries outside the United States, 
facilitated by the attendance of readers from different countries at study groups and conferences in 
Canada, France, Australia, Fiji, Finland, and England have resulted in the establishment of a worldwide 
network of readers whose interaction contributes to leavening parochial and nationalistic tendencies, and 
diminishing the obstacles of language and culture. 

7. Two new service activities, resulting from the General Council Design Team effort, will be initiated 
this year: a broadened field representative program designed to enhance the quality of local study group 
activity and communication through the efforts of a corps of field workers, and the upcoming 
publication of a Resource Guide designed to help interested readers obtain the various study and 
resource materials being developed by readers throughout the reader community. 

8. Ongoing and consistent educational activities have provided many readers with an experiential 
opportunity to develop teacher and leader skills, and broaden their awareness and comprehension of the 
variations of religious expression on our planet. 

9. Members of the General Council and Trustees of URANTIA Foundation, deepening their 
commitments to mutual support and cooperation, have made great strides in resolving issues which 
seemingly resulted from a lack of interpersonal contact, the changes and adjustments necessary to 
respond to the evolution and growth of our reader community, and the need to adjust to the changing 
personality dynamics resulting from a substantial turnover of persons serving in both organizations.

In reviewing these three years, it has been a privilege to serve with all of you, but especially with the 
fine, hard-working Executive Committee members who have accomplished so much.

WHAT NEXT?

In the second part of last year's report, my focus was on a vision of what I felt it was possible for us to 
accomplish using The URANTIA Book as our blueprint. While the list of activities and projects above 
testifies to the accomplishments of the past three years, I can't help but wonder if the frontier of this fifth 
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epoch still eludes us. A review of the history of similar religiously-based movements might reveal that 
we are basically re-tracing past evolutionary patterns, that our words, our plans, and the products we 
create have all been said and done before and for the same reasons. 

I believe it is both fair and important to ask ourselves some challenging questions about our work: Are 
we trying to put new wine into the old skins? Is it sufficient to do what has been done before better? Is 
there a unique contribution that we, as human workers, can make even now to this fifth epoch? -Does 
evolution require that we recapitulate the past (if, in fact, we are) as a mandatory. basis for moving into 
the frontier? The untiring efforts of our peers testify to a deep commitment to perpetual progression--in 
personal as well as group development. 

But, have we confused growth with change? To what degree, if any, have we replaced unthinking 
inaction with unthinking action? Do we make decisions about our work in the isolation of personal 
desire and opinion, or in the context of an objective and learned view of this revelation and the 
evolutionary status of the world into which it is. being introduced? Does the very way in which we 
address these questions limit or expand the value of the conclusions we reach? Do we actually utilize 
The URANTIA Book as a blueprint for our work and ascend to its level of teaching, or do we reduce it 
instead to our level?

 I don't pretend to have any answers and rather suspect that many factors are at play. However, it seems. 
both appropriate and wise to ask these (and other) questions to force ourselves to consider whether our 
thinking and actions are effectively serving the purposes of our role as the human corps in the work of 
uplifting this planet into its fifth epoch of evolutionary growth. The framework below is one approach to 
stimulate the conversation.

 A FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATION

 The model envisioned here is based upon seven fully-interactive facets, each of which supports or is 
supported by the other facets, and which, taken together, is hopefully representative of progressive 
growth. In visual form, this framework might look like this:

 Shared Values

Dynamic Brotherhood

Quality of Thinking

De-centralized

Responsibilities

Ethical Sensitivity
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True Service

Cooperation

World Awareness

 

1. Shared Values: At the highest level, that which speaks of why we exist--the Fatherhood of God and 
the brotherhood of mankind--we surely agree. At a lower level of collective action, we try to decide by 
vote and either cooperate or do it our own way. In between, however, we need to address some 
questions:

-Do we share in common values subordinate to and derived from the highest we know which both 
created and sustain our organizations and which guide our work together?

-To what degree are the values we share unselfish, God-oriented, and motivating of our actions toward 
each other and toward non-readers?

-Do we even agree that it is important to have such shared values?

2. Quality of Thinking: The URANTIA Book clearly states that the next great human goal has to do with 
raising the quality of thinking on the planet. There are questions here, too:

 -Is our quality of thinking progressing? Does it stand as an example for those who see us from an 
outside, objective view?

 -Do we apply a high standard of thinking in evaluating our work, both before we do it and after, and in 
determining our shared values?

 -To what degree, if any, do we use our mindal faculties simply to justify what we would "like" to do 
anyway; in other words, do We use thinking as a tool of rationalization rather than reflectivity?

 -Do we use our minds to express increasingly the absolute pattern for mind given in the book--to 
mediate between the divergent realms of matter and spirit? Might this approach include the need to 
better understand the revelation in relationship to the evolutionary status of the world into which we are 
helping to introduce it, with a more careful review of past revelations and their lessons?

 3. Ethical Sensitivity: We are told that ethical sensitivity is a concomitant of spiritual insight. Consider:
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 -Are we progressing in our appreciation and application of ever higher standards of ethical behavior--
toward readers and non-readers alike? 

-To what degree, if any, do we place ethical considerations in a role subordinate to personal desire and 
opinion and use our minds to help justify that position?

-Can the combined use of ethical sensitivity, quality thinking, and shared values replace the human 
tendency to let ends justify means, such that we consciously consider the value of both ends and means 
as critical ingredients in personal and collective decision making?

 4. World Awareness: The URANTIA Book, in its attention to the detail of the levels of existence we 
today (and will) traverse, clearly suggests the desirability of understanding the complexities of the world 
in which we live and are going to live as a context for developing ethical and moral sensitivities, quality 
thinking, and shared values.

 -When we decide what or how we will do something, to what degree does the decision take into account 
the evolutionary 'level in which the action will take place and its possible human consequences?

 

-Are we committed to doing only what we think or believe is best for others, or do we first and carefully 
evaluate what those others we are serving want, need, and expect from us? 

-Do we aspire to the standards of awareness, ethics, quality of thinking, and shared values established 
implicitly and explicitly by the teachings in The URANTIA Book? 

5. True Service Cooperation: The essence of this facet might be described as the conversion of shared 
values, quality thinking, ethical sensitivity, and world awareness into unselfish action. Unlike "lip" 
service cooperation, true service cooperation is the gift of self to another self in a cooperative endeavor.

 -What is the value balance between getting a job done and doing it in unselfish cooperation with our 
friends?

 Is there a new presentation of true cooperation in The URANTIA Book which should guide our work 
on behalf of this fifth planetary epoch? 

-What does the concept of Supremacy teach about true service? 

-Is true service cooperation a shared goal or value of our work? Now? Should it be? 

-How do we identify the line which separates "do-goodness" from actual goodness, that is, serving 
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others for self instead of for the benefit of those others? 

6. De-centralized Responsibility: Achievement of this value, if it is worthwhile, requires the use of all 
the factors noted above. Too much de-centralization may risk sectarianism, wherein true cooperation 
may be sacrificed to the institutionalization of unlimited personal sovereignty. Too little may risk 
creation of a central organization which develops an unquenchable appetite. The dimensions of shared 
value, quality thinking, ethical sensitivity, world awareness, and the commitment to true service 
cooperation may make this process both natural and growth producing. But: 

-How do we balance individual freedom and community? Does a close look at the characteristics of 
Sonship and Supremacy shed some light?

-The teaching on the "Strange Preacher" is often used to justify decisions and actions in this area; but 
doesn't this lesson suggest a differential between individual and group behavior? 

-How is this dynamic to be considered in the context of the seemingly natural and healthy differential 
responsibilities of URANTIA Brotherhood and URANTIA Foundation? As in a familial relationship, 
can it not be beneficial to growth to have a balance between challenging and demanding guidance and 
nurturance? 

7. Dynamic Brotherhood: In my view, all of the qualities above are both a part of and contribute to the 
existence of a dynamic Brotherhood organization comprised of a brotherhood of men and women who 
increasingly are able to balance, unify, and express the inner (spirit) values of sonship with the outer 
(material) factors of evolutionary existence. But even this accomplishment is not an end-place, but again 
challenges our shared values, quality of thinking, ethical sensitivity, and so on.

 -How important in this process is the ability to separate the means from the ends? What IS value and 
what HAS value?

 -Certainly there is full agreement on the value to Urantia's fifth epoch in the achievement of 
brotherhood. But, what is the value to this epoch from the existence of our Brotherhood? Is the value we 
see inherent, or does it come from our conscious efforts?

 -To what degree can (should) we use The Urantia Book to clarify our understanding of the role of 
revelation in the evolutionary process, the lessons of past epochal successes and failures, and the 
function (unique or mundane) of our organization?

SUMMARY

The essential purpose of this exploration is to challenge all of us to continue to seek for an 
understanding of our place in the grand work of raising our planet into its fifth great epoch of 
evolutionary growth. In my view, if we settle, consciously or unconsciously, into the footprints of those 
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who came before us, we will not have made a contribution to this fifth epochal undertaking. I believe 
that the fact that The URANTIA Book is in our hands, minds, and hearts places a responsibility on us to 
be pioneers in blazing a trail for others to follow into the potentials of this new epoch.

Clearly words aren't enough, for if they were, simply reading The URANTIA Book would transform. 
Are we not called upon to set a new standard of living, one that can visibly express even to a hardened 
atheist that there is something or someone contributing to the power of our lives? In the fourth epoch, 
the potential revealed in the life of Jesus seemed to be the ability for one to live in a confused and 
struggling world in communion with and wholly dependent upon the spirit and will of our Father. What 
has this new revelation of truth added to that potential which we are called upon to demonstrate to our 
fellows? While it may be an enhanced ability to express the truths that others have expressed before, in 
our own, and more sophisticated words, it may also be much more. Perhaps we need to trod the trails 
blazed by others to reach the frontier. But at the least, it seems to me that we need to do so consciously 
with a destination in mind, so that we don't become self-satisfied with our ability to simply package new 
expressions of truth in old, but slicker packages.

What does this revelation add to those which came before, especially the fourth? One possibility is that 
it is Supremacy which is revealed and which offers the blueprint for the fifth epoch. If the fourth gave 
living expression to the Father-Son relationship and the richness of the inner life, the fifth, in revealing 
the Supreme, gives expression to the Son-Son relationship in the outer life--the richness of God in 
community (the use of male gender terms here is not intended to be exclusionary, but rather, to point to 
personality relationships). Even if this is only a fragment of the potential of this fifth epoch, it provides 
us with a vision of what unique role we might play as the human workers in this grand. undertaking we 
are so privileged to be a part of.

While it would seem that we cannot avoid contributing to the dilution of this revelation into evolutionary 
thought-streams, there seems to me to be sufficient justification in the book for not doing so consciously. 
Instead, we can reach up to its challenge to set higher standards for ourselves, rather than dealing with 
its teachings by capturing them in our old ways of thinking. And then, even if we fall short, at least we 
will have risked venturing into the frontier of the living potentials offered by this revelation and in this 
way served our fellows.

Thanks for the opportunity to serve with each of you.

Dave Elders
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1988 REPORT OF THE  
EDUCATION COMMITTEE to the  

GENERAL COUNCIL of URANTIA BROTHERHOOD 
Lynne Kulieke 

In the past year the Education Committee has primarily devoted its energies to the organization of the 
1988 Intensive Study Seminar to be held in June at Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, Illinois. We have 
attempted to improve on past seminars by making a number of fine-tuning adjustments in the pre-
conference process, including the provision of study questions and study group leader guidelines for all 
participants. 

We anticipate that this series of seminars will be completed in 1992 and are presently developing plans 
for another series to follow. In conjunction with this endeavor, we have also invited participants to offer 
their reflections on their role at such seminars and other related activities of URANTIA Brotherhood. 
Their thoughtful contributions will provide the base for another pamphlet similar in form to that already 
existing on small group leaders. 

The Education Committee has also initiated review of the Visiting Teacher project with an eye to 
meeting the needs and desires of isolated readers of The URANTIA Book who have expressed an 
interest in hosting visitors in order to share ideas on the teachings. It is possible that this project may be 
realized in cooperation with the newly proposed field representative program. Finally, the Education 
Committee has been asked by President David Elders to consider the possibility of the development of a 
center for activities for readers of The URANTIA Book. Thus we have begun discussion among 
ourselves on this subject. 

Mindful of the admonishment in the Book regarding the status of education as an institution on Urantia, 
we are agreed, first and foremost, that the Book must be consulted at every turn as we make plans so that 
Urantia Brotherhood does not try to put new wine into old wineskins. We believe that we must indeed 
make every effort to find new ways to think about school, teachers, and the learning process as a whole 
before we implement any plan so far-reaching in its consequences. 

Thus, it is our hope that other standing committees and members of the General Council will wish to 
engage with the Education Committee in long and serious dialogue concerning such a project so that as 
an organization we conform with the evolutionary plan for the universes of time and space growth 
through experience enhanced by revelation. On behalf of the members and associates of the Education 
Committee, I most sincerely thank the General Council for this wonderful opportunity for service.

Submitted by Lynn B. Kulieke, Chairman, Education Committee
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Members:  
Barbara Dreier  
Joycee Henrion  
Lynne B. Kulieke, Chair  
Marjorie Reed, Secretary  
Betty Zehr  
Ralph Zehr

Associates:  
John Andrews  
Helen Carlson  
Mary Daly (retired)  
Adrienne Jarnagin  
Douglas Parker  
Jeffrey Wattles  
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1988 REPORT OF THE  
INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP COMMITTEE OF  

URANTIA BROTHERHOOD 
Berkeley Elliott 

As a result of our contact In Hong Kong of a URANTIA Book reader, Saadi Lau visited Oklahoma for 
several days the middle of July, 1987.

Our annual meeting was held in Los Angeles July 24-26, 1981~and on July 27th, Jean Ann Whiteman 
and I went to Boston and visited there. On Friday the 31st, we picked up Neil Francey from Australia 
and attended the General Conference in Maine. This Conference had a greater International attendance 
than we have ever had and it is my personal opinion this resulted from the personal contacts many of us 
have had over the last year to two in other countries. Many felt they would know someone, or several, 
and not be total strangers..

Neil Francey came home with me and spent several days, then William Wentworth, also from Australia 
spent 10 days in Oklahoma with us. Colin Cooper from South Africa spent 5 days. Both Colin and Will 
attending our Jesus' Birthday Celebration. It was wonderful having them.

Many of us are planning to attend the South Pacific Regional meeting (second International Conference) 
in Sydney, Australia, October 10-14, 1988. We would encourage everyone who possibly can to attend.

Our Committee approved letters and forms for International Field Representatives to be sent out. These 
were also approved by the Executive Committee and have gone out to all International Brotherhood 
members. We are beginning to receive "recommendations" but some of the individuals being 
recommended are not yet members. It is too early to make anything like a report for recommendation for 
approval by the Executive Committee at this time.

Labels have been ordered for approximately 6,000 muti-lingual university libraries (both for French and 
English Books); the letters and forms have been printed and all should be in the mail in June. The 
Foundation is generously furnishing Books and the Brotherhood office has volunteered to use their new 
equipment to mail them for us. Thanks very much to both of you. We are very excited about the 
prospects of getting the Book in more and more libraries all over the world. Acceptance on the last 
mailing several years ago, was over 5 percent. Thanks to all the personnel at headquarters as well as 
each person that contributed so much this year to help make our Brotherhood truly International. I 
appreciate the opportunity to serve.

Warm regards, Berkeley Elliott, Chairman  
International Fellowship Committee  
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Neil Francey  
Douglas Fraser  
James E. (J.J.) Johnson  
Mary Snider  
Brent St. Denis  
Julia Fenderson, Emeritus  
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1988 ANNUAL REPORT TO  
THE GENERAL COUNCIL BY  

THE DOMESTIC EXTENSION COMMITTEE 
Harry McMullan 

Our committee is pleased to report work in the following areas during the past year:

1. Since last summer's report to the General Council, 144 gift books have been distributed under Tom 
Allen's program to libraries in the U.S. As in the recent past, the source of these books was a generous 
contribution by Urantia Foundation. Last fall the Foundation suggested a set of guidelines for library 
book distribution, pursuant to which we will be able to distribute more books than ever before. Their 
guidelines essentially pertain to qualifying those who will be engaged in the distribution, the manner in 
which distribution will be accomplished, and reporting matters. Upon clarification of a few points, their 
guidelines seemed very reasonable, and of course we are glad to have free books!

2. Following up on last summer's General Council approval of our committee's proposal on expanding 
the Field Representative program, at its November meeting the Executive Committee approved our 
sending out letters soliciting suggestions from study group leaders, Councilors, Trustees, etc., on whom 
we might nominate to fill these new positions. Each of you should have received such a letter. 
(Incidentally, please send yours back in, if you haven't already) Once sufficient time has elapsed for 
interested parties to offer suggestions, we will compile what we have received, develop 
recommendations, and submit them to the Executive Committee for approval along with the compiled 
responses received.

The committee is also working to devise a training program for the new field representatives, which will 
be comprised both of printed information and face-to-face training meetings. There are numerous 
associated matters relating to successfully executing this program which will engage us in the upcoming 
year. We are very excited about this program, and appreciate the Council's confidence in permitting us 
to proceed on it.

3. Shortly before our Council meeting, our committee will host the 2nd Society Conclave, to which 
every Society has been invited to send two representatives. We hope that this will be well attended, and 
appreciate the work David Kulieke has done to make it possible.

I wish to thank each of our committee members who served during the past year: David Kulieke, Tom 
Allen, Waldine Stump, Mo Siegel, and Michael Challis. We always appreciate any comments or 
suggestions concerning how we can better perform our duties.

Respectfully submitted,
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Harry McMullan, Chairman  
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1988 Annual Report of the Publications Committee 
Dan Massey 

During the past year (actually about ten months) the Publications Committee has been concerned with 
the following matters:

URANTIA Brotherhood Bulletin

Two issues of the Bulletin were produced during the past year. The second of these issues was printed in-
house using the Brotherhood's new printing equipment

Domestic Extension Committee Pamphlets

The Publications Committee undertook to review, revise, design, typeset, and prepare for publication the 
pamphlet "How to Have an Effective URANTIA Book Study Group." Our work was completed with 
preliminary production of the pamphlet "URANTIA Book Study Groups-ideas and Suggestions," which 
was submitted to the General Council and to URANTIA Foundation for review in January. As of 
February, the Foundation was referring, a portion of the pamphlet to its attorneys for review and 
rewording.

The Publications Committee also undertook to coordinate criticism and reworking of the pamphlet 
"How to Share The URANTIA Book." This booklet is now undergoing its second major review and 
rework, the results of the first revision having been distributed to the Council in January 1988. A new 
version will be submitted to the Council as soon as available.

Computer-Based Reference Aid

As of May 1, 1988, seven persons were enrolled in the beta test the computer-based reference aid. Two 
more were scheduled to join during May, with several others expressing interest for a time later in the 
year. Participation in this activity has been offered to any reader of The URANTIA Book who has 
appropriate computer equipment and will abide by the terms of a simple agreement; however, the project 
has not been promoted to the readership.

Headquarters Publications Redesign

Three pieces of literature currently being distributed from headquarters have been redesigned, and 
mechanicals delivered to headquarters staff. The items are The URANTIA Book - The Question of 
Origin," 'Basic Concepts of The URANTIA Book," and 'On URANTIA Book Study Groups." Future 
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efforts will focus on preparing a compact version of the 'Constitution of URANTIA Brotherhood."

A History of the URANTIA Movement

Because this program requires fairly complex projection equipment, it has not been shown publicly since 
the General Conference. An experimental conversion to video tape was made by members of the First 
URANTIA Society of Oklahoma and shown last winter to the First URANTIA Society. The 
Publications Committee plans further modification to the visuals, after which permission will be sought 
from URANTIA Foundation for some limited form of publication in video form.

Respectfully submitted for the Publications Committee:

Dan Massey, Chairman  
Nancy Johnson  
Eileen Laurence  
Lisa Carr  
Mark Kulieke  
Neal Waldrop  
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